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Connecting Ideas,  
Capital and Clients

;I�EVI�E�JYPP�WIVZMGI�GETMXEP�EHZMWSV]�ƼVQ��WTIGMEPM^MRK�MR�ƼRERGMRK�GSQQIVGMEP�ERH�
QYPXMJEQMP]�VIEP�IWXEXI�REXMSR[MHI��ERH�[I�QEMRXEMR�ERH�WIVZMGI�E�����FMPPMSR��HSPPEV�
QSVXKEKI�TSVXJSPMS�JSV�SYV�FSVVS[IVW�ERH�PIRHIVW��

� More than $1.8 billion in transactions closed by the Kansas City team in the past three years 

� Extensive relationships with more than 100 life insurance companies, CMBS lenders, pension fund 
advisors, institutional investors and commercial banks 

� Freddie Mac Optigo®, Fannie Mae DUS®, FHA MAP and LEAN approved lender

� 4VSTVMIXEV]�PIRHMRK�TPEXJSVQ�[MXL�TIVQERIRX�ƼRERGMRK�JSV�WXEFMPM^IH�TVSNIGXW�SR�E�Ƽ\IH��ERH�
ZEVMEFPI�VEXI�FEWMW��FVMHKI�ƼRERGMRK�JSV�WXEFMPM^IH�ERH�YRWXEFMPM^IH�TVSNIGXW�� 
ERH�KVSYRH�YT�GSRWXVYGXMSR�

� Full offering of capital markets products through BB&T Capital Markets*

Grandbridge Real Estate Capital is a subsidiary of Truist Bank, Member FDIC. Both are Equal Housing Lenders.   
Loans are subject to credit approval. ©2020
*BB&T Capital Markets is a division of BB&T Securities, LLC, a wholly owned nonbank subsidiary of Truist Financial Corporation and Member FINRA/SIPC.  

/ERWEW�'MX]�3ƾGI��� 
2001 Shawnee Mission Parkway 

Mission Hills, KS 66205

.SWITL�4��4PEXX��7IRMSV�:MGI�4VIWMHIRX 
913-748-4456  |  JPlatt@Grandbridge.com

*VERO�%��7GMEVE��''-1��:MGI�4VIWMHIRX� 
913-748-4453  |  FSciara@Grandbridge.com 

(SYKPEW�)��&EXIW��''-1��:MGI�4VIWMHIRX 
913-748-4446  |  DBates@Grandbridge.com

%PI\�,MPXSR��:MGI�4VIWMHIRX 
913-748-4461  |  AHilton@Grandbridge.com
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2020. What a year it’s been. And it’s 
only July! The world has changed seem-
ingly overnight and our industry faces 
numerous challenges to adjust to the 
abrupt economic downturn caused by 
the worldwide pandemic shutdown. 

Welcome to the Kansas City Chapter of 
.P]_TʭPO�.ZXXP]NTLW�4YaP^_XPY_�8PX-
MP]��..48��LYY`LW�=PLW�0^_L_P�=P[Z]_�TY�
partnership with our long-time spon-
sor, Kansas City Business Journal. This 
insert features timely articles written by 
WZNLW�..48�OP^TRYPP^�bSZ�L]P�Pc[P]_^�TY�
_SPT]�ʭPWO�LMZ`_�L�aL]TP_d�ZQ�_Z[TN^�LYO�
challenges facing our industry today. 

For many of us, what we love about 
commercial real estate is the relation-
ships. But in the current Covid-19 envi-
ronment, it’s easy to feel disconnected. 
While we wait for a return to normal, 
T_�T^�XZ]P�TX[Z]_LY_�_SLY�PaP]�_Z�ʭYO�
new ways to stay educated, informed 
LYO� NZYYPN_PO�� 4� ^_]ZYRWd� PYNZ`]LRP�
you to join our regular virtual presen-
_L_TZY^�bT_S�WPLOTYR�TYO`^_]d�Pc[P]_^��
8Z]P�_SLY�� ��[PZ[WP�UZTYPO�Z`]�,[]TW�
NLWW�bT_S�,]XLOL�.Z][Z]L_P�4Y_PWWTRPYNP�
economist Dr. Chris Kuehl who gave us 
a market update amid the pandemic. We 
look forward to once again resuming our 
in-person speaker presentation events 
L^�^ZZY�L^�T_�T^�^LQP�_Z�OZ�^Z��?SP�..48�

designation denotes a level of educa-
_TZY�LYO�Pc[P]_T^P�SPWO�Md�WP^^�_SLY����
percent of commercial real estate pro-
QP^^TZYLW^�� 4_� T^� Q]P\`PY_Wd� OP^N]TMPO�
L^�_SP�P\`TaLWPY_�_Z�LY�8-,�TY�NZX-
mercial real estate. Clients know when 
_SPd�bZ]V�bT_S�L�..48��_SPd�L]P�bZ]V-
ing with a highly skilled professional.

4Q�dZ`�bLY_�_Z�WPL]Y�XZ]P�LMZ`_�PL]Y-
TYR�_SP�..48�OP^TRYL_TZY��4�`]RP�dZ`�
to attend one of our future events and 

to visit our website. You can receive 
most of this training locally—the Kan-
^L^�.T_d�..48�NSL[_P]�ZʬP]^�LWW�QZ`]�ZQ�
the core curriculum courses annually 
ZY�L�_bZ�dPL]�NdNWP��0L]YTYR�_SP�OP^-
ignation will enhance your commercial 
real estate acumen, allow you to provide 
even better service to your clients and 
RTaP�dZ`�LNNP^^�_Z�_ZZW^�ZʬP]PO�_S]Z`RS�
the national institute that help with 
_SP�OPNT^TZY�XLVTYR�[]ZNP^^��4Q�dZ`�L]P�
LW]PLOd�L�OP^TRYPP��_SP�TY^_T_`_P�ZʬP]^�
free core classes online. This is a great 
way to refresh your skillset.

Our award-winning Kansas City Chap-
_P]�ZQ�..48�T^�ZYP�ZQ�_SP�̂ _]ZYRP^_�NSL[-
ters in the country. Now in our 43rd 
year and with over 270 local members, 
our chapter is comprised of disciplines 
that span the entire spectrum of the 
commercial real estate industry.

4� TYaT_P� dZ`� _Z� MPNZXP� L�XPXMP]� ZQ�
?SP�6LY^L^�.T_d�..48�.SL[_P]�_Z�_LVP�

advantage of the many opportunities to 
M]ZLOPY�dZ`]�YP_bZ]V�LYO�Pc[LYO�dZ`]�
knowledge of commercial real estate 
with classes, events and much more. 
DZ`�OZYɪ_�YPPO�_Z�MP�L�..48�OP^TRYPP�
Z]�[`]^`P�..48�OP^TRYL_TZY�_Z�MPNZXP�
a member. For more information please 
visit our website, www.ccimkansascity.
com, or contact me directly at fsciara@
R]LYOM]TORP�NZX�Z]�$���"�#��� ��

Our local chapter would not be what it 
is today without the generous support 
of our individual chapter members and 
partners: First National Bank of Oma-
SL�� 7PbT^� =TNP�� 1T]^_� ,XP]TNLY� ?T_WP�
Company, Q10 Triad Capital Advisors, 
@0>�.ZY^`W_TYR�>P]aTNP^��;]TXP�.L[-
T_LW�4YaP^_XPY_�,OaT^Z]^��6LY^L^�.T_d�
Business Journal and Dentons. Finally, 
thank you to our event partners who 
underwrite our various special events 
_S]Z`RSZ`_� _SP� dPL]�� >PP� L� NZX[WP_P�
list of our partners on our website. We 
encourage doing business with them!

The President’s Message

FRANK SCIARA, CCIM, is a Vice President 
with Grandbridge Real Estate Capital, a 
full-service mortgage banking firm that 
provides clients with a wide range of debt 
and equity solutions on a variety of com-
mercial real estate and multifamily prop-
erties. Grandbridge is a Fannie Mae DUS, 
Freddie Mac seller/servicer, HUD-approved 
and proprietary balance sheet lender.

“Now in our 43rd year and with over 270 
local members, our chapter is comprised of 
disciplines that span the entire spectrum of 
the commercial real estate industry.”
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W hen the new decade began in 
January, the series of events 
that followed could not have 

been predicted: the Coronavirus pan-
demic, ensuing ‘stay-home’ restric-
tions, and mandated business, school, 
and entertainment closings that altered 
the commercial real estate industry. 
To understand how the capital mar-
VP_^�SLaP�MPPY�LʬPN_PO�Md�_SP^P�NSLW-
lenges, and for comparison purposes, it 
SPW[^�_Z�ʭ]^_�[`_�TY_Z�[P]^[PN_TaP�SZb�
the marketplace performed in 2019. 

4Y����$��XZ]P�_SLY��!���MTWWTZY�ZQ�NZX-
XP]NTLW�]PLW�P^_L_P��.=0��OPM_�bL^�Z]TR-
inated, a nearly 20% increase over 2018. 
According to our industry’s governing 
MZOd��_SP�8Z]_RLRP�-LYVP]^�,^^ZNTL-
_TZY� �8-,��� NZXXP]NTLW� MLYV^� bP]P�
the leading capital source, responsi-
MWP�QZ]���#��MTWWTZY�ZQ�YPb�WZLY^��2Za-
P]YXPY_�>[ZY^Z]PO�0Y_P][]T^P^��2>0^��
1]POOTP�8LN�LYO�1LYYTP�8LP�Z]TRTYL_-
PO������MTWWTZY�ZQ�X`W_TQLXTWd�XZ]_-
gages; commercial mortgage-backed 
^PN`]T_TP^� T^^`P]^� �.8->�� Z]TRTYL_PO�
�$!�"� MTWWTZY&� WTQP� TY^`]LYNP� NZX[L-
YTP^�Z]TRTYL_PO��!"���MTWWTZY&�bT_S�_SP�
balance of originations coming from 
[PY^TZY�Q`YO^��=04?^�LYO�TYaP^_XPY_�
Q`YO^��4Y����$��_SP����dPL]�@>�?]PL-
^`]d�]L_P��_SP�^_LYOL]O�TYOPc�`_TWTePO�
for permanent, long-term mortgag-
P^��QPWW�_Z�L�WZb�ZQ����"��LQ_P]�NWTXMTYR�
LMZaP�������TY�_SP�QZ`]_S�\`L]_P]�ZQ�
2018. To compare, the current 10-year 
@>� ?]PL^`]d� ]L_P� T^� MPWZb� ��"����

The combination of rental rate increas-
es and cap rate compression have led 
to considerable increases in property 
values; with loan origination volumes 
LW^Z� TYN]PL^TYR� QZ]� MZ_S� LN\`T^T_TZY^�
LYO�]PʭYLYNP^��BT_S�.=0�Q`YOLXPY-
tals remaining strong, our indus-
try was enjoying a solid start to 2020. 
?SP�ʭ]^_�\`L]_P]�ZQ������Z]TRTYL_TZY^�
were consistent with 2019, then mark-
POWd�O]Z[[PO�Zʬ�O`P�_Z�_SP�NSLWWPYR-
P^� ]P^`W_TYR� Q]ZX� .:A4/��$�� 7PYO-
ers, landlords and tenants continue 
to face uncertainty and volatility. The 
following is our mid-year 2020 sum-
XL]d� ZQ� _SP�XZ^_� ^TRYTʭNLY_� NL[T_LW�
providers for commercial real estate:

• Commercial banks continue to active-
Wd�[`]^`P�YPb�.=0�M`^TYP^^��LW_SZ`RS�
they are being more selective on asset 
classes and generally more conserva-
tive on underwriting. Compared to pre-
.:A4/��$��WZLY�_Z�aLW`P�LYO�WZLY�_Z�
cost ratios are now more conservative. 
BSTWP� WZLY� ZʯNP]^� bP]P� M`^d� []Z-
NP^^TYR� ;;;� �;Ld]ZWW� ;]Z_PN_TZY� ;]Z-
R]LX��WZLY^�LYO�SLYOWTYR�WZLY�XZO-
TʭNL_TZY� ]P\`P^_^� ZY� PcT^_TYR� WZLY^��
most banks remain open for new busi-
ness and will be competitive for loans 
with their repeat borrower clients. 

• �1LYYTP�8LP�LYO�1]POOTP�8LN��2>0^��
SLaP�MPPY�Pc_]PXPWd�LN_TaP�WPYOTYR�_Z�
the multifamily marketplace, providing 

X`NS�YPPOPO�WT\`TOT_d�_Z�_SP�SZ`^TYR�
XL]VP_��4Y�_SP�ʭ]^_�\`L]_P]�ZQ�������_SP�
2>0ɪ^�[]ZaTOPO�TY�PcNP^^�ZQ�����MTWWTZY�
TY�X`W_TQLXTWd�ʭYLYNTYR��1LYYTP�8LP�
LYO�1]POOTP�8LN�SLaP�MPPY�LMWP�_Z�NZY-
tinue their originations during the pan-
demic, often times without completing 
their full standard due diligence, such 
as property and third party inspections. 
?SP�2>0^�L]P�NWZ^PWd�XZYT_Z]TYR�]PNPY_�
rent collections to gauge the impact of 
.:A4/��$�ZY�]P^TOPY_^�LYO�_SPT]�LMTWT_d�
to pay rent prior to loan commitment to 
ensure property performance supports 
_SPT]�`YOP]b]T_TYR��4Y�WTP`�ZQ�Q`WW�O`P�
OTWTRPYNP��_SP�2>0^�L]P�]P\`T]TYR�OPM_�
service reserves on all new loans, that 
will be released to the borrower after 
the ‘stay-home’ restrictions have lift-
ed, all standard due diligence has been 
completed, and the property maintains 
their pre-closing collections for at least 
$��OLd^��2>0^�LW^Z�LOaT^PO� TY�8L]NS�
_SL_�_SPT]�PcT^_TYR�WZLY^�LYO�MZ]]ZbP]^�
NZ`WO�\`LWTQd�QZ]�`[�_Z�$��OLd^�ZQ�QZ]-
MPL]LYNP�ZY�LYd�N`]]PY_�1LYYTP�8LP�Z]�
1]POOTP�8LN�WZLY�_SL_�OPXZY^_]L_PO�L�
material impact to operations due to the 
.:A4/��$�[LYOPXTN��L^�WZYR�L^�_SP�MZ]-
rower agrees to, among other things, no 
evictions during the forbearance period. 

• Life insurance company lenders con-
tinue to originate new loans for their 
portfolios, albeit with more conserva-
tive underwriting standards as com-
[L]PO�_Z�[]P�.:A4/��$��7TQP�NZX[LYd�
WPYOP]^�L]P�^_]`RRWTYR�_Z�ʭYO�dTPWO�TY�

_SP� LW_P]YL_TaP�ʭcPO�TYNZXP� TYaP^_-
ment market, which should bode well 
for the commercial mortgage mar-
VP_��.`]]PY_�WTQP�NZX[LYd�ʭcPO�TY_P]-
est rates in the 3.0% - 4.0% range for 
commercial mortgages continue to 
ZʬP]�L__]LN_TaP� ]T^V�LOU`^_PO� ]P_`]Y^�
over a loan term of 10+ years as com-
pared to the public and corporate bond 
XL]VP_^��7TQP�NZX[LYTP^�ZʬP]�L�NZX-
petitive advantage with the ability 
to lock the interest rate at the appli-
cation stage, and generally, prior to 
L� []Z[P]_d� Q`WWd� ^_LMTWTeTYR� ɧ� bSTNS�
allows borrowers to take advantage 
of locking rate prior to full lease-up.

• The commercial mortgage-backed 
^PN`]T_TP^� �.8->��XL]VP_�bL^� PʬPN-
_TaPWd�R]Z`YOPO�TY�XTO�8L]NS�O`P�_Z�
the uncertainty and inability to secu-
]T_TeP� _SP^P� WZLY^� TY� _SP� ^PNZYOL]d�
XL]VP_��1Z]_`YL_PWd�� _SP�.8->�XL]-
ket recently began to show signs of life 
and some lenders are originating new 
WZLY^��4Y�LOOT_TZY��_SP�^PNZYOL]d�XL]-

ket recently reopened, as evidenced 
Md�_SP� T^^`LYNP�ZQ�ʭaP�YPb�^PN`]T_T-
eL_TZY^� TY�8Ld� _Z_LWTYR� ���#� MTWWTZY�

,W_SZ`RS�_SP�]PNPY_�PʬPN_^�ZQ�.:A4/��$�
have impacted capital markets, the 
majority of capital sources are active 
LYO�]L_P^�L]P�Pc[PN_PO�_Z�]PXLTY�WZb�
for the foreseeable future. The Federal 
=P^P]aP�]PNPY_Wd�LYYZ`YNPO�_SL_�_SPd�
do not intend to raise interest rates 
at least through 2022, sending a clear 
XP^^LRP�_Z�ʭYLYNTLW�XL]VP_^�_SL_�_SPd�
will continue to support the economy. 
Like all other investment asset classes, 
WPYOP]^�LYO�TYaP^_Z]^�L]P�TY�L�ɭʮTRS_�_Z�
\`LWT_dɮ�XZOP��?SP�RZZO�YPb^�T^�_SL_�
nearly all lending institutions have an 
abundance of capital to invest for the 
balance of 2020 as they are current-
ly behind on their allocation goals for 
this calendar year. This should trans-
late to good news for borrowers as they 
position themselves to take advan-
_LRP� ZQ� NZX[P_T_TaP� ʭYLYNTYR� _P]X^�
and the low interest rate environment.

Capital Markets Update

DOUG BATES, CCIM, is a Vice President, and 
KATE SULLINGER, CCIM, is an Assistant Vice 
President with Grandbridge Real Estate 
Capital, a full-service mortgage banking 
firm and proprietary balance sheet lend-
er.  Grandbridge provides clients with com-
prehensive and diverse access to a wide 
range of debt and equity capital sources. 
Grandbridge provides debt and equity capi-
tal for their clients on a variety of commer-
cial real estate and multifamily properties 
including o!ce, retail, industrial, multifam-
ily, hospitality and self-storage properties.
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“Although the recent effects of COVID-19 
have impacted capital markets, the 
majority of capital sources are active and 
rates are expected to remain low ... ”
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T he world of commercial real 
estate investment sales has 
NSLYRPO� ^TRYTʭNLY_Wd� ZaP]� _SP�

WL^_� QPb�XZY_S^�� 4Y� _SP� ʭ]^_� \`L]-
ter of 2020 we continued to see strong 
sale volumes due to the low interest 
rate environment combined with the 
record amounts of funds raised for real 
estate allocations. As shelter-in-place 
Z]OP]^�bP]P�[`_�TY_Z�PʬPN_�_SP�bPPV�ZQ�
8L]NS�$_S��TYaP^_XPY_�^LWP^�_]LY^LN-
_TZY�aZW`XP�MPRLY�_Z�_L[P]�Zʬ��8LYd�
deals that were under contract were 
]P�_]LOPO�Z]�QPWW�Z`_�ZQ�NZY_]LN_��8LYd�
sellers delayed or abandoned plans all 
together to take properties to market. 
4Y� LOOT_TZY�� M`dP]^� RPYP]LWWd�ST_� _SP�
[L`^P�M`__ZY�ZY�YPb�LN\`T^T_TZY^�LYO�
debt markets tightened for most prop-
erty types.

?ST^�SL^�]P^`W_PO�TY�L�� ��OPNWTYP�TY�
the number of Kansas City invest-
ment sale transactions in the second 
\`L]_P]� ZQ� ������ >PaP]LW� ZQ� _SP� ^LWP^�
that recently fell out of contract were 
heavy value-add opportunities that 
SLaP�MPNZXP� TYN]PL^TYRWd�OTʯN`W_� _Z�
underwrite with uncertainty of lease-
up time for vacancies, market rents, 
rent growth assumptions and length of 
leases. These challenges are primari-
Wd�PaTOPY_�TY�ZʯNP�LYO�]P_LTW�[]Z[P]-
ties as tenants begin to potentially right 
^TeP�_SPT]�^[LNP�YPPO^��:Y�_SP�M]TRS_�
side, demand for industrial properties 
]PXLTY^�^_]ZYR�L^�TYaP^_Z]^�]PNZRYTeP�

continued future demand from e-com-
merce and increased just in time inven-
_Z]TP^��8`W_TQLXTWd� TYaP^_Z]� OPXLYO�
also remains healthy due to its diver-
^TʭPO�TYNZXP�^_]PLX�LYO�^_]ZYR�]PY_�
collections that are even more apparent 
in the current environment.

2ZTYR�TY_Z������dTPWO^�bP]P�NZX[]P^^-
ing and most investors struggled to 
XPP_�_SPT]�]P_`]Y�]P\`T]PXPY_^�L_�N`]-
rent pricing levels. Due to the current 
economic conditions we have already 
^PPY�bPWW�NL[T_LWTePO�TYaP^_Z]^�]P�PY_P]�
the market seeking distressed opportu-
nities. Billions of dollars have already 
been raised in new funds targeted to 
distressed properties. However due to 
the strong market fundamentals going 
into the crisis we are seeing a substan-
tial bid-ask gap as buyers seek dis-
counts and sellers seek pricing at pre-
.:A4/�WPaPW^��

With the continued historically low 
TY_P]P^_� ]L_P^�� bP� Pc[PN_� _SL_� bPWW�
NL[T_LWTePO�ZbYP]^�bTWW�MP�LMWP�_Z�]TOP�
out the anticipated short-term down-
_`]Y� ^[PNTʭNLWWd� TY� ZʯNP� LYO� ]P_LTW�
properties. But for those owners that 
bP]P�LW]PLOd�ZaP]WPaP]LRPO�[]P�.:A4/�
LYO�YZb�SLaP�Pc[Z^`]P�O`P�_Z�_PYLY_�
vacancies, we anticipate increased lev-
PW^�ZQ�WPYOP]�]PLW�P^_L_P�ZbYPO��=0:��
[]Z[P]_TP^� ZaP]� _SP� YPc_� ���XZY_S^��
For companies that own their industri-
al properties, there will be opportuni-

ties to complete sale-leaseback trans-
actions to free up capital to invest in 
their core business while still keeping 
operational control of their property 
through a long-term triple-net lease.

=PLW�P^_L_P�L^�LY�L^^P_�NWL^^�]PXLTY^�L�
safe investment that historically out-
performs other investment alternatives 
ZaP]�_SP�WZYR�_P]X��4YaP^_Z]^�bTWW�ʮZNV�
_Z�^_LMTWT_d�LYO�NL^S�ʮZbTYR�L^^P_^�TY�
OP^T]LMWP�TYʭWW�WZNL_TZY^�bT_S�STRS�ML]-
riers to entry. Look for increased scru-
tiny on tenant credit and strength of 
borrower from lenders. Kansas City and 
_SP�8TObP^_�NZY_TY`P^�_Z�ZʬP]�L__]LN-
tive returns and a stable environment 
for real estate investment compared 
to larger markets. This applies to all 
L^^P_� _d[P^� M`_� ^[PNTʭNLWWd� T^� ^_]ZYR�
in industrial, multifamily, and med-
TNLW�ZʯNP��?SP� WZYR�_P]X� TX[LN_�ZY�
_SP�RPYP]LW�ZʯNP�XL]VP_�T^�^_TWW�_Z�MP�
determined as we all better understand 
_SP�YPb�YZ]XLW�QZ]�ZʯNP�_PYLY_^��BT_S�
L�QPb�PcNP[_TZY^��SZ^[T_LWT_d�LYO�]P_LTW�
will be hit hardest by the current pub-
WTN�SPLW_S�N]T^T^�Q`]_SP]�PcL^[P]L_TYR�_SP�
challenge of adapting to rapidly chang-
ing consumer patterns.

Having access to current market infor-
XL_TZY�Md�`_TWTeTYR�L�NZXXP]NTLW�]PLW�
P^_L_P� NZY^`W_LY_� ^`NS� L^� L� ..48� T^�
crucial to the proper evaluation of your 
options in this stage of the real estate 
cycle.

Midwest Investment Sales and  
Capital Markets — What to Expect

MICHAEL L. VANBUSKIRK, SIOR, CCIM, CRE, is 
Executive Managing Director-Principal at New-
mark Grubb Zimmer. He has over 26 years of 
experience in investment sales/acquisitions, 
corporate services, development, and real 
estate consulting. Mike can be reached at 816-
512-1010 or mvanbuskirk@ngzimmer.com.

CHRISTOPHER S. ROBERTSON, CCIM, is 
Managing Director of Investment Sales and 
Capital Markets at Newmark Grubb Zim-
mer. He has over 6 years of experience in 
investment sales/acquisitions, apprais-
al, financial analysis, and real estate con-
sulting. Chris can be reached at 816-
512-1014 or crobertson@ngzimmer.com.
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G iven the audience of the typical 
..48�[`MWTNL_TZY�4�LX�RZTYR�_Z�
guess that you own at least one 

building, whether that is a personal res-
idence, a vacation home, an investment 
property, or perhaps all the above. Also 
going to guess you believe these build-
TYR^�L]P�TYN]PL^TYR�TY�aLW`P��4�SLaP�MLO�
YPb^�QZ]�dZ`%�_SPd�L]P�YZ_��0aP]d_STYR�
you will ever own will one day crumble 
into dust and return to the earth, and 
the materials that make up these build-
TYR�^��^_L]_PO�OPNLdTYR�WZYR�MPQZ]P�_SPd�
were ever used to assemble a structure. 

But no reason for alarm; there are sil-
ver linings here! 

?SP� 4=>� NLXP� `[� bT_S� ^ZXP� SLYOd�
rules of thumb to account for building 
decay. Owners of single-family prop-
erties are allowed to claim a deprecia-
_TZY�_Lc�Pc[PY^P�Md�OTaTOTYR�_SP�aLW`P�
ZQ�TX[]ZaPXPY_^��PcNW`OTYR�WLYO��ZaP]�
�"� �dPL]^�LYO�NZXXP]NTLW�M`TWOTYR^�
over 39 years. The implication of this is 
that the improvements you install will 
ZYWd�WL^_�L�ʭYT_P�[P]TZO�ZQ�_TXP�MPQZ]P�
they are fully ‘used up’ and need to be 
]P[LT]PO�Z]�]P[WLNPO��>LTO�LYZ_SP]�bLd��
_Lc�[ZWTNd�TX[WTP^�NZXXP]NTLW�M`TWO-
TYR^�WZ^P�L[[]ZcTXL_PWd��� !��ZQ�_SPT]�
value each year on average and homes 

WZ^P���!���[P]�dPL]��;]P__d�^ZMP]TYR�
thought. 

Consider the value curve for a vehi-
cle. According to UsedFirst.com an 
1�� ��WZ^P^�LWXZ^_��#��ZQ�T_^�aLW`P�TY�
_SP�ʭ]^_�dPL]&�LQ_P]�bSTNS�T_�OPNWTYP^�
^_PLOTWd�L_�LMZ`_� ��[P]�dPL]��-`_�YZ�
matter how old they get trucks tend 
_Z�SLaP�L�aLW`P�ʮZZ]�L]Z`YO�� �����
of the original cost due to the utility 
purpose they serve. This value curve is 
similar with real estate improvements 
PcNP[_�[]Z_]LN_PO�ZaP]�L�WZYRP]�[P]T-
od and slowed during times when the 

cost of new construction is increasing 
at a high rate.

4_� T^� TX[Z]_LY_�_Z�]PXPXMP]�_SL_�_SP�
value of any given piece of real estate is 
made up of two components: land and 
improvements. You probably under-
stand that arranging materials in a spe-
NTʭN�Z]�`YT\`P�bLd�T^�L�NZXXZY�^_]L_-
egy to create value. But a brand-new 
T;SZYP�OZP^�YZ_�SLaP�_SP�^LXP�aLW`P�TQ�
4�SLaP�_Z�RZ�ZaP]^PL^�_Z�[TNV�T_�`[��LYO�
tenants are not going to pay as much 
_Z�]PY_�dZ`]�ZʯNP�M`TWOTYR��]PRL]OWP^^�
ZQ�SZb�[]P__d�T_�T^��TQ�dZ`�OZYɪ_�M`TWO�T_�
near highways, population centers, and 
amenities. The location of objects and 
how we access them has a tremendous 
impact on property value.

>Z�SZb�NLY�]PLW�P^_L_P�TYN]PL^P�TY�aLW-
ue when the improvements are worth 
WP^^�PLNS�dPL]*�DZ`�R`P^^PO�T_�ɧ�WLYO��

7LYO�aLW`P�OdYLXTN^�L]P�aP]d�OTʬP]PY_�
than improvements and far more vola-
tile. Land is scarce; therefore, it tends 
to go steadily up in value as surround-
ing raw land is removed from circu-
lation due to area growth, but it can 
also swing wildly up or down depend-
TYR�ZY�^PaP]LW�QLN_Z]^��4Q�WLYO�MPNZXP^�
scarce enough values in an area can rise 
to a point where tear-down and rede-
aPWZ[XPY_�^_L]_^�_Z�ZNN`]�ɧ�TY�bSTNS�
case it means the improvements actu-
LWWd�SLaP�YPRL_TaP�aLW`P��4Y�_SP�@YT_PO�
>_L_P^�T_�T^�RPYP]LWWd�L^^`XPO�_SL_�_SP�
LXZ`Y_�ZQ�WLYO�T^�ʭcPO��SZbPaP]�T_ɪ^�
not just the surface - landowners own 
_SP�LT]�LMZaP�_SPT]�[]Z[P]_d�_Z�TYʭYT_d�
and 3900 miles below to the theoret-

ical center of earth. By comparison, a 
building can be torn down and/or relo-
cated, so the theory is that any over-
all property value increase over time is 
caused by the land appreciating fast-
er than the improvements are losing 
value. 

This means much of the real estate in 
our city is incorrectly appraised and 
likely has a much higher land value 
than you have been led to believe; a 
stance that is NOT popular with coun-
_d�L[[]LT^P]^�O`P�_Z�SZb�_LcP^�L]P�NLW-
N`WL_PO��F4Q�dZ`�L]P�^`NNP^^Q`W�TY�NZY-
aTYNTYR�L�MZL]O�ZQ�P\`LWTeL_TZY�ZQ�_ST^�
NZYNP[_�LYO�LNSTPaTYR�L�MPYPʭNTLW�_Lc�
L[[PLW��4�bZ`WO�aP]d�X`NS�WTVP�_Z�SPL]�
from you!] 

4Q�_SP�WLYO�NZX[ZYPY_�ZQ�]PLW�[]Z[P]_d�
determines its location, location drives 
user demand, and demand drives pric-
ing, then land becomes the single most 
important variable determining the 
success of a given real estate invest-
XPY_�� ?SZ^P�bSZ�ʭR`]P� Z`_� SZb� _Z�
accurately forecast user demand and 
XLYLRP�_Z�LN\`T]P�_SP�XZ^_�OP^T]LMWP�
properties will consistently out-per-
form their peers. 

4Q� dZ`� bLY_� _Z� RP_� XZ]P� _PNSYT-
NLW� 4�bZ`WO�^`RRP^_� _SP�.4� ����8L]-
VP_�,YLWd^T^�NWL^^�ZʬP]PO�_S]Z`RS�_SP�
..48�TY^_T_`_P�bSP]P�dZ`�bTWW�WPL]Y�_Z�
\`TNVWd�NZX[L]P�^T_P^��OP_P]XTYP�`^P]�
demand, and plot demographic trends; 
but at the end of the day there is no 
substitute to intuition and gut feel 
when purchasing your very own slice 
ZQ�WT\`TO�SZ_�XLRXL��

Modern Day Land Rush

THE LEADING EDGE OF

COMMERCIAL 
INVESTMENT REAL ESTATE

MIKE VANBUSKIRK

NICK SUAREZ CHRIS ROBERTSON

MARK LONG

1220 Washington Street, Suite 300, Kansas City, MO • 816.474.2000 • ngzimmer.com

RUSSELL PEARSON, CCIM, is a partner with 
NAI Heartland and sole member of Box Real 
Estate Development. He advises clients on 
industrial brokerage as well as acquisi-
tion, disposition, and development projects.

“Much of the real estate in our city is 
incorrectly appraised and likely has a much 
higher land value than you have been led 
to believe; a stance that is NOT popular 
with county appraisers due to how taxes 
are calculated.”
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Kenneth G. Block, SIOR, CCIM
Managing Principal

KĸĐĞͬ/ŶĚƵƐƚƌŝĂůͬ/ŶǀĞƐƚŵĞŶƚ

Harry P. Drake, CCIM, CPM
�ǆĞĐƵƟǀĞ�sŝĐĞ�WƌĞƐŝĚĞŶƚ�

Strategy & Planning

�ŽŶĂůĚ�&͘ �'ĞƐƐĞŶ͕���/D
sŝĐĞ�WƌĞƐŝĚĞŶƚ
KĸĐĞͬZĞƚĂŝů

L ike tornado survivors emerg-
ing from a storm shelter, Kansas 
Citians are stepping back into the 

OLdWTRS_��L�WT__WP�OLePO�L^�bP�_LVP�̂ _ZNV�
of the damage all around us.

8LYd�]P^_L`]LY_^�LYO�^XLWW�]P_LTWP]^�
will not be reopening. The convention 
M`^TYP^^� ]PXLTY^� ^S`_� OZbY�� ;PZ[WP�
L]P�]P_`]YTYR�_Z�_SPT]�ZʯNP^��M`_�aP]d�
slowly.

Downtown felt the shock pretty dra-
matically, as we went from hosting the 
>`[P]�-ZbW�[L]LOP�TY�1PM]`L]d�_Z�NLY-
NPWWTYR�_SP�-TR�C44�ML^VP_MLWW� _Z`]YL-
XPY_� TY�8L]NS��9Z�XZ]P� ULX�[LNVPO�
streetcars and crowded sidewalks teem-
ing with festive visitors. As the stay-at-
SZXP�Z]OP]^�bPY_�TY_Z�PʬPN_��OZbY_ZbY�
became an overnight ghost-town.

Hotels were hit the hardest, with occu-
pancy rates dipping below 10% at the 
nadir. The new 800-room Loew’s con-
vention hotel, which was scheduled to 
Z[PY� TY�8L]NS�� OPWLdPO� _SPT]� Z[PY-

ing to June. Other hotels, including 
LbL]O�bTYYTYR� _SP� ��.� �>LaZd�� LYO�
the Crossroads Hotel, were temporar-
TWd�NWZ^PO�LYO�L]P�Pc[PN_PO�_Z�]PZ[PY�
this summer.

Although travelers are returning, sev-
eral large conventions were cancelled 
this spring and summer, costing the 
local economy millions of out-of-town 
dollars.

8Z^_� PNZYZXT^_^� L]P� []POTN_TYR� L�
ɭA�^SL[POɮ�]PNZaP]d��bSTNS�MZOP^�bPWW�
QZ]�[PYOTYR�SZ_PW�OPaPWZ[XPY_^��>Pa-
eral new hotels are at various stages of 
planning or construction, including the 
����]ZZX�0XML^^d�>`T_P^�TY�_SP�QZ]-
XP]�1POP]LW�=P^P]aP�-`TWOTYR��L�3TW_ZY�
.LYZ[d�TY�_SP�QZ]XP]�;LWLNP�-`TWOTYR��
_SP�`W_]L�W`c`]d�3Z_PW�-]LaZ�LOULNPY_�
_Z� _SP�6L`ʬXLY�.PY_P]��L� ����]ZZX�
3dL__�ɭ3Z_PW�6LY^L^�.T_dɮ�TY�_SP�ZWO�
Kansas City Club (scheduled to open in 
,`R`^_���_SP�� ��]ZZX�3dL__�;WLNP�L_�
$_S���-]ZLObLd�LYO�L�����]ZZX�8L]-
]TZ__�,.�^WL_PO�QZ]�$�!�2]LYO�

Altogether, more than 1,000 new hotel 
]ZZX^�L]P�Pc[PN_PO�_Z�MP�OPWTaP]PO�TY�
_SP�YPc_�����!�XZY_S^��4Y�]PNPY_�dPL]^��
Kansas City has lost countless conven-
tions due to a lack of hotel rooms. With 
the new inventory, though, we will be 
much more competitive vis a vis our 
peer cities. Assuming the convention 
industry comes back to life, that is.

Downtown residents will also have a 
plethora of new apartment projects to 
choose from as over 1,900 new units 

come online in 2020. This is the largest 
number of apartments ever delivered in 
one year in downtown’s history.

?SP�WZYR�OPWLdPO��� �`YT_�>PNZYO�LYO�
/PWLbL]P� []ZUPN_� T^� LWXZ^_�ʭYT^SPO��
along with 283 units at City Club at 
��_S�LYO�8LTY������̀ YT_^�TY�_SP����^_Z-
]d�=PaP]M�OPaPWZ[XPY_�L_��#_S���BLW-
nut, 184 units in the Flashcube and 148 
`YT_^�L_�=TaP]�8L]VP_�BP^_����,OOT_TZY-
LWWd��8TWSL`^�]PNPY_Wd�NZX[WP_PO�ZaP]�
����̀ YT_^�L_�_SP�2LWWP]TP�̂ Z`_S�ZQ�.]ZbY�
Center and is under construction with 
341 units at Artistry KC at 19th & Oak.

?SP�LYcTZ`^Wd�LbLT_PO�]PaTaLW�ZQ� _SP�
West Bottoms is in full swing with the 
NZX[WP_TZY�ZQ��� �`YT_^�L_�?SP�DL]O^�
LYO��! �̀ YT_^�L_�_SP�BP^_�-Z__ZX�1WL_^��
bSTNS�T^�LW]PLOd�[WLYYTYR�LY�Pc[LY-
sion. And on the riverfront, North-
;ZTY_� /PaPWZ[XPY_� bTWW� ^ZZY� M]PLV�
R]Z`YO�ZY�L��� �`YT_�[]ZUPN_�LOULNPY_�
to the popular Bar K dog park/bar & 
restaurant.

:Y�_SP�ZʯNP�Q]ZY_��_SP�N]LYP�T^�`[�LYO�
BLOOPWW���=PPOɪ^�YPb�3<�T^�̀ YOP]�NZY-
struction at 14th & Baltimore with an 
�#�^_Z]d�� � ������ >1� ZʯNP� M`TWOTYR�

Downtown Update

Tenant Rent Relief During the Pandemic

GIB KERR, CCIM, is director of capital markets 
for Cushman & Wakefield in Kansas City, 
specializing in the sale of investment real 
estate. He can be reached at 816-412-0212 or 
gib.kerr@cushwake.com.

S TYNP�.:A4/��$�]PLNSPO�_SP�@YT_-
PO�>_L_P^�PL]WTP]�_ST^�dPL]��YPL]-
ly every aspect of life looks dif-

QP]PY_�TY�^ZXP�]PRL]O��?SP�ZʯNP�]PLW�
P^_L_P�XL]VP_�T^�YZ�OTʬP]PY_��?SP�[LY-
demic has had a substantial impact on 
ZʯNP�WPL^TYR�L^�NZX[LYTP^�_]d�_Z�LWTRY�
new short-term challenges with their 
long-term strategies while simultane-
ously putting the health of their work-
force front and center. 

4Y� _SP� PL]Wd� ^_LRP^�� WLYOWZ]O^� bP]P�
ʮZZOPO�bT_S� ]P\`P^_^� QZ]� ]PY_� ]PWTPQ��
According to research from JLL, rent 
NZWWPN_TZY�Q]ZX�ZʯNP�_PYLY_^�RPYP]LW-

ly was in the high eighty to low nine-
ty percent range nationwide. Not sur-
prisingly, landlords are showing an 
TYN]PL^PO�bTWWTYRYP^^�_Z�LN\`TP^NP�ZY�
small points in lease negotiations and 
[Z_PY_TLWWd�ZʬP]TYR�PWPaL_PO�NZYNP^^TZY�
packages to close transactions. 

>PaP]LW� XPNSLYT^X^� L]P� MPTYR� WPa-
eraged to help tenants achieve relief, 
each with their own use based on the 
situation:

• Forbearance is the act of refraining 
Q]ZX� PcP]NT^TYR� L� WPRLW� ]TRS_�� bSTNS�
in this case often takes the form of 

non-enforcement of delayed rent 
payment. 

•�,�ɭMWPYO�LYO�Pc_PYOɮ�WPL^P�YPRZ_TL-
tion occurs when a company has remain-
ing term on their lease and they look to 
restructure their current lease obligation 
TY�PcNSLYRP�QZ]�Pc_PYOTYR�_SP�WPL^P�_P]X��
?ST^�NLY�ZʬP]�̀ [�Q]ZY_�̂ LaTYR^�Z]�MPYPʭ_^�
_Z�_SP�_PYLY_�TY�PcNSLYRP�QZ]�RTaTYR�_SP�
landlord the security of a long-term lease. 

•�=PY_�]PWTPQ�]P\`P^_^�L]P�MPTYR�PaLW`L_PO�
on a case by case basis. Landlords seem to 
MP�Z[_TYR�QZ]�����!���Z]�$��OLd�]PY_�LML_P-
ments with deferred payments amor-

ANNÉ ERICKSON, CCIM, is an associate at 
JLL commercial real estate. She is an o!ce 
broker, tenant representative and workplace 
strategy specialist.
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that will be home to 1,000 new down-
town employees.

?SP�OZbY_ZbY�ZʯNP�XL]VP_�T^�]PLNS-
ing a major milestone as plans for two 
YPb�^[PN`WL_TaP�ZʯNP�M`TWOTYR^�XZaP�
QZ]bL]O�ɧ�_SP�ʭ]^_�^[PN�ZʯNP�M`TWOTYR^�
to be constructed downtown in thir-
_d�dPL]^��;WL_QZ]X�APY_`]P^�bTWW�^ZZY�
M]PLV�R]Z`YO�ZY�L����^_Z]d��� ������>1�
ZʯNP�M`TWOTYR�ZY�_SP�NZ]YP]�ZQ���_S���
BdLYOZ__P�LN]Z^^�Q]ZX�-L]YPd�,WWT^�;WL-
eL��,YO�L�[L]_YP]^ST[�MP_bPPY�.Z[LV-
en Brooks and Jury & Associates will 
^ZZY�MPRTY�NZY^_]`N_TZY�ZY�_SP��!�^_Z-
]d���!������>1�>_]L_L�ZʯNP�M`TWOTYR�L_�
��_S���8LTY�

CoWorking continues to grow down-
town. WeWork recently opened their 
��������>1�^[LNP� TY�7TRS_bPWW��;WPc-
[ZO�T^�Z[PYTYR�L��$�����>1�̂ [LNP�TY�_SP�
1WL^SN`MP�LYO�>[L]V�6.�T^�Z[PYTYR�TY�
_bZ�ʮZZ]^�ZQ�?bZ�7TRS_�

4Y�_SP�PaP]�[Z[`WL]�.]Z^^]ZLO^��8PY-
WZ�T^�]PWZNL_TYR�  �PX[WZdPP^�_Z��������
>1�TY��$���8N2PP�LYO�9L_TaP�/TRT_LW�T^�
XZaTYR�TY_Z�_SP�]PYZaL_PO��!���2]LYO�

All in all, downtown’s future is very 
promising. We survived the storm. Now 
T_ɪ^�_TXP�QZ]�L�;L_]TNV�8LSZXP^�^_dWP�
comeback!

GETTY IMAGES

GETTY IMAGES

_TePO� ZY� aL]dTYR� ^NSPO`WP^� _S]Z`RS-
out the remainder of the lease term.  

• A sale leaseback comes into play when 
L�NZX[LYd�ZbY^�_SPT]�ZʯNP�M`TWOTYR�
and opts to sell the property to an inves-
_Z]�TY�PcNSLYRP�QZ]�WPL^TYR�_SP�M`TWOTYR�
back from the investor as a tenant. This 
strategy is particularly useful for com-
panies looking to access an alternative 
source of capital. 

JLL research also shows an increase of 
tenant improvement allowances by 4%, 
with overall base rent reductions by 2%. 
?ST^�LW^Z�TYNW`OP^��� �LOOT_TZYLW�XZY_S^�

ZQ�Q]PP�]PY_��YZ]XLWTePO�QZ]�L�_PY�dPL]�
WPL^P�_P]X���:YP�O]LXL_TN�^STQ_�T^�_SP�
rise of short-term renewals as compa-
nies delay decision making in an era of 
uncertainty. 

While predictions about the future of 
_SP�ZʯNP�XL]VP_�]`Y�_SP�RLX`_��ZYP�
thing we can be sure of is that compa-
nies are placing more focus on employee 
health and also overall business conti-
Y`T_d�[WLYYTYR��?ST^�bTWW�MP�]PʮPN_PO�TY�
their approach to future leasing deci-
sions and will likely also be apparent in 
how landlords manage and market their 
properties moving forward.
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What’s Next for KC Development? 
I f we were looking for a repeat of 

_SP�=ZL]TYR�?bPY_TP^��_SP�ʭ]^_�^Tc�
months of this decade came in like a 

Lion, just maybe not the kind we were 
hoping for. As we approach the mid-
way point of 2020, it feels to many like 
bPɪaP�Pc[P]TPYNPO�PYZ`RS�XLUZ]�PaPY_^�
_Z�WL^_�_SP�]P^_�ZQ�_SP�OPNLOP��0L]Wd�RWZM-
al events such as the Trump impeach-
XPY_�LN\`T__LW��,`^_]LWTLY�bTWOʭ]P^�LYO�
-]PcT_�bP]P�\`TNVWd�PNWT[^PO�TY�_SP�YPb^�
cycle by nonstop coverage of the Coro-
YLaT]`^�[LYOPXTN��>PaP]LW�XZY_S^�WL_-
er, cities, states, private business and 
ʭYLYNTLW�XL]VP_^�L]P�YZb�L^VTYR�SZb�
to move forward and what constitutes 
L�YPb�YZ]XLW�TY�L�[Z^_�.:A4/�bZ]WO��

;]TZ]�_Z�_SP�[LYOPXTN��YPb�[`MWTN�LYO�
private developments, including a new 
airport and convention hotel, were 
helping fuel Kansas City’s robust econ-
ZXd��4Y�WTRS_�ZQ�N`]]PY_�NT]N`X^_LYN-
es, how do we continue to shape the 
skyline of Kansas City and its suburbs? 

,^� bP� PcLXTYP� _SP� [T[PWTYP� ZQ� YPb�
potential projects, it is important to 
^_`Od�_SP�PʬPN_^�ZQ�N`]]PY_�XL]VP_�NZY-
ditions on projects already in motion. 
Kansas City was fortunate that policy-
makers allowed construction to con-
tinue unimpeded for the most part on 
projects already underway as compared 
to many markets that were complete-
ly shut down. However, those who did 
YZ_�NWZ^P�ZY�ʭYLYNTYR�L]]LYRPXPY_^�Z]�
M]PLV�R]Z`YO�[]TZ]�_Z�_SP�.:A4/�^S`_-
downs were largely less fortunate. 
7PYOP]^�LYO�TY^_T_`_TZYLW�P\`T_d�[L]_-
ners hit pause or stop on nearly all proj-

PN_^�Q]ZX�8L]NS�_Z�8Ld��NL`^TYR�XZ^_�
OPLW^�_Z�SLW_�TY�_SPT]�_]LNV^��4Y�L�M`^T-
YP^^�M`TW_�ZY�OLT^d�NSLTYPO�_TXPWTYP^�ɧ�
land contracts, construction contracts, 
WZLY�NZXXT_XPY_^��P_N�ɧ�^ZXP�OPaPW-
opers were able to obtain the neces-
^L]d�Pc_PY^TZY^�bSTWP�Z_SP]^�bP]P�YZ_�
as fortunate. 

,^�MLYV^� LYO� P\`T_d� ^Z`]NP^� PXP]RP�
slowly from hibernation, several key 
elements are necessary to get devel-
opment projects back to the starting 
line. As in all recessions and times of 
uncertainty, cash is king among them. 
>_]ZYR�̂ [ZY^Z]^�bT_S�L�ST^_Z]d�ZQ�NZX-
pleted projects, larger balance sheets, 
and access to capital are starting to gain 
traction while others are relegated to 
the sidelines. With fewer deals to eval-
`L_P�� WPYOP]^�LYO�P\`T_d�[L]_YP]^�L]P�
being more selective and focused on 
the best projects with Class A locations. 
This will slow the pipeline of projects to 

MP�OPWTaP]PO�ZaP]�_SP�YPc_�̂ PaP]LW�dPL]^��
with emerging areas seeing the great-
est impact. 

The call to reduce or eliminate devel-
opment incentives has been a topic 
of much policy debate in Kansas City 
as well as at the state level in Kansas 
LYO�8T^^Z`]T�ZaP]� ]PNPY_�dPL]^��?ST^�
TYNW`OP^�]PNPY_�WPRT^WL_TZY�TY�8T^^Z`]T�
that would eliminate the use of Com-
X`YT_d�4X[]ZaPXPY_�/T^_]TN_^��.4/^��
without a citywide vote of approval, 
PʬPN_TaPWd�XLVTYR�_SP�.4/�TX[]LN_TNLW��
As development slows, leaving build-
ings unable to be redeveloped and more 
lots vacant, communities with a busi-
ness-friendly process and more favor-
able development tools will have an 
advantage in obtaining new projects. 

Within each product type, developers 
will also be responding to new market 
OPXLYO^��:ʯNP�̀ ^P]^�L]P�_]dTYR�_Z�ʭYO�
the right balance to meet their space 
needs. On one hand, telecommuting 
and an economic incentive to take less 
^[LNP�XLd�O]TaP�_SP�]L_TZ�ZQ�̂ \`L]P�QZZ_�
per employee lower. On the other hand, 
there remains a need to create centers 
ZQ�PcNPWWPYNP�LYO�XLYd�PX[WZdPP^�L]P�
ready to return to a dedicated work 
environment, as opposed to a some-
times crowded kitchen table. 

The ever-changing retail scene is once 
again on a new course to determine 
_SP�]TRS_�XTc�ZQ�`^P^��0NZXXP]NP�bL^�
already a growing portion of retail sales, 
with the lockdown further accelerating 
_SP�_]PYO��?SP�0c[P]TPYNP�=P_LTW�NL_P-

gory, including restaurants and enter-
tainment, was previously hailed as the 
savior of retail, but the pandemic has 
Pc[Z^PO� L� []PaTZ`^Wd� `YTXLRTYLMWP�
threat to these business models. 

Apartment developers are closely mon-
itoring national trends, including the 
possibility of remote workers moving 
from crowded metropolitan areas to 
XZ]P�LʬZ]OLMWP�XL]VP_^��/P^TRYP]^�L]P�
LW^Z�]P�PcLXTYTYR�NZXX`YT_d�LXPYT-
_TP^�LYO�`YT_�ʮZZ]�[WLY^�_Z�TYNZ][Z]L_P�
bZ]V^[LNP^��L^�bPWW�L^�Pc[WZ]TYR�L�OTQ-
QP]PY_�XTc�ZQ�`YT_^�LYO�WLdZ`_^��

4YO`^_]TLW�[]Z[P]_TP^��_SP�NWPL]�bTYYP]�
among property types, will continue to 
MPYPʭ_�Q]ZX�_SP�_]PYO�_Z�PNZXXP]NP��
Developers will continue to focus on 
supply chain logistics and how to pro-
aTOP�PʯNTPY_��U`^_�TY�_TXP�OPWTaP]TP^��
BL_NS�QZ]�TYʭWW�TYO`^_]TLW�OPaPWZ[XPY_^�
or conversions as supply chains contin-
`P�_Z�^ZWaP�QZ]�_SP�XZ^_�PʯNTPY_�WL^_�
mile delivery. 

-PQZ]P�.:A4/��$��_SP]P�bL^�L�WZ_�ZQ�_LWV�
LMZ`_�ɭbSL_�TYYTYR�L]P�bP�TYɮ�TY�_SP�
investment and development cycle. As 
XLN]ZPNZYZXTN�Pc[LY^TZY�NZXP^�_Z�L�
close and the retrenching begins, a new 
game has begun for each of us. As we 
learn the rules for 2020 and beyond, 
owners, developers, tenants and poli-
cy makers will need to balance updat-
ed use needs, safety and potential lia-
bility as development in Kansas City 
moves ahead. With uncertainty being 
the only certainty, its time to play ball. 
Batter up!

O ver the last several months 
.:A4/��$ɪ^�TX[LN_�ZY�MZ_S�Z`]�
health and the economy has 

become everyone’s collective focus. 
,^�L�]P^`W_��4�VYZb�4�NLY�^[PLV�QZ]�LWW�
ZQ�`^�bSPY�4�^Ld�_SL_�bP�SLaP�QPW_�_SP�
PʬPN_^�ZQ�_ST^�[LYOPXTN��MZ_S�[P]^ZYLW-
ly and professionally. Our local Kansas 
.T_d�L]PL�SL^�MPPY�YZ�OTʬP]PY_�TY�_ST^�
regard—as we face the same economic 
stress and health concerns as the rest 
of the country. 

From my perspective, the world of 
commercial real estate lending, itself, 
SL^�^PPY�R]PL_�^STQ_^�O`]TYR�.:A4/��$��
0aP]dOLd�WPYOP]^�NSLYRPO�_SPT]�^_]L_P-
gies and platforms, but the bright light 
we found has been in agency lenders 
WTVP�1LYYTP�8LP��1]POOTP�8LN�LYO�?SP�
@�>��/P[L]_XPY_�ZQ�3Z`^TYR�LYO�@]MLY�
/PaPWZ[XPY_� �3@/��� ?SP^P� RZaP]Y-
ment sponsored agency programs con-
tinue to provide a much-needed source 
ZQ�WT\`TOT_d�TY�LY�Z_SP]bT^P�̂ NL]NP�XL]-
ket. While other groups of lenders are 
still active, we have seen them doing so 
on a more selective basis. Thus, open-
ing the door for these agency lenders 

_Z�[WLd�LY�Z`_^TePO�]ZWP�TY�_SP�N`]]PY_�
multifamily lending landscape.

4Y� _P]X^�ZQ� _SPT]� [P]QZ]XLYNP�� 1LY-
YTP�8LP�LYO�1]POOTP�8LN�MZ_S�]P[Z]_PO�
^_]ZYR�WZLY�ʭYLYNTYR^�TY�8Ld��,_�_SP�
^LXP�_TXP��1LYYTP�8LP�LYO�1]POOTP�8LN�
SLaP�MZ_S�NZY_TY`PO�_Z�^SZb�ʮPcTMTWT-
ty in reducing debt service reserves, as 
]PWL_PO�_Z�.:A4/��$��bT_S�1]POOTP�8LN�
giving more consideration to cash-out 
]PʭYLYNP^�� ?SP� LRPYNTP^ɪ� ^XLWW� WZLY�
programs have also been very active in 
the lending market, given some of their 
distinct advantages, including such as 
holding the rate at application and lon-
ger-term loans. Berkadia is one of the 
largest direct agency lenders and also 
has many correspondent relationships 
LW_ZRP_SP]�LaP]LRTYR�ZaP]�����MTWWTZY�TY�
annual production.

>TXTWL]Wd��3@/�SL^�LW^Z�^PPY�LY�`[_TNV�
in activities and has revised policies 
to accommodate additional loans. For 
PcLX[WP��TY�8L]NS��_SPd�]PXZaPO�_SP�
]P\`T]PXPY_�QZ]�YPbWd�M`TW_�Z]�̂ `M^_LY-
tially rehabilitated properties to wait 
three years before applying for HUD’s 

����Q��ʭYLYNTYR�[]ZR]LX��.SLYRP^�WTVP�
this, along with historically low interest 
]L_P^��SLaP�NZY_TY`PO�_Z�O]TaP�]PʭYLYN-
ing activity to HUD.

While loan activity has been impact-
PO� ZaP]LWW�� bP� X`^_� LW^Z� ]PNZRYTeP�
that multifamily performance is bet-
ter than we had anticipated it might be 

L_�_SP�ZY^P_�ZQ�.:A4/��$��.ZWWPN_TZY^�
SLaP�MPPY�̂ _]ZYRP]�_SLY�Pc[PN_PO��bT_S�
YZbSP]P�YPL]�_SP�WPaPW�ZQ�OPWTY\`PY-
cies the industry had worried might 
come—a reality that is largely thanks 
to government-sponsored stimulus 
TYT_TL_TaP^�LYO�_SP�Pc[LY^TZY�ZQ�`YPX-
[WZdXPY_�MPYPʭ_^�_Z�LTO�_SP�L^_ZYT^S-
TYR�Y`XMP]�ZQ�,XP]TNLY^�bSZ�YZb�ʭYO�
themselves unemployed. On the oth-
P]�SLYO�� LNNZ]OTYR� _Z�=PLW;LRP�� ]PY_�
LN_`LWWd�WZbP]PO��� �[P]NPY_�dPL]�ZaP]�
dPL]�TY�8Ld�������?SP�8TObP^_�bL^�_SP�
ZYWd�@�>��]PRTZY�_Z�OTaP]RP�Q]ZX�_ST^�
trend, as prices actually rose 0.8 per-
cent year-over-year. 

While the nation as a whole has undoubt-
POWd�QPW_�_SP�PʬPN_^�ZQ�.:A4/��$��_SP�
collaboration we at Berkadia have felt 
amongst our teams, lenders and cli-
ents has allowed commercial real estate 
ʭYLYNTYR�_Z�̂ `NNPPO�OP^[T_P�_SP�N`]]PY_�
economic adversity we face. While gov-
ernment-sponsored agency programs 
have been our bright light in this chal-
lenging time, we know that no matter 
what, we are all committed to collabo-
rating towards a solution. 

The Bright Light in CRE Financing 

AARON M. MESMER, CCIM, is senior vice 
president of Development & Acquisitions 
at Block Real Estate Services, LLC. He can 
be reached at 816-412-5858 or amesmer@
blockllc.com.

JOHN J. SCHORGL, MBA, CCIM, managing 
director of mortgage banking at Berkadia, 
specializes in the placement of debt for 
commercial and multifamily real estate 
projects nationwide. He can be reached at 
john.schorgl@berkadia.com or 816-759-0367.
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Industrial – COVID-19: For Better or Worse?
A^�4�^T_�TY�Xd�SZXP�ZʯNP�ZY�_SP�

$�_S�OLd�ZQ�_ST^�;LYOPXTN��4�LX�
]PʮPN_TYR�ZY�bZ]V�WTQP�O`]TYR�_ST^�

R]`PWTYR�[P]TZO�ZQ�_TXP��BSPY�bP�ʭ]^_�
started stay-at-home orders, it seemed 
though as if the world was coming to a 
complete halt and that all industrial real 
estate transactions would be put on hold 
`Y_TW�_SP]P�bL^�L�aLNNTYP��?SP�ʭ]^_�_bZ�
bPPV^�bP]P�aP]d� NZYQ`^TYR�LYO�ʭWWPO�
with constant conference calls with cli-
ents who were looking for market direc-
tion. At the time, it seemed like landlords 
were going to have to give every conces-
sion to ensure the success of tenants to 
not ultimately end up with vacant build-
ings. But then it seemed that the follow-
TYR�8ZYOLd��PaP]dZYP�TY�_SP�TYO`^_]TLW�
world unanimously decided to just start 
fully working again. Here is what has 
occurred and where we are going:

Landlord Concessions
=TRS_�Z`_�ZQ�_SP�RL_P��WLYOWZ]O^�LYO�_PY-
LY_^�SLO�L�R]PL_�OPLW�ZQ�\`P^_TZY^�QZ]�PLNS�
Z_SP]��?ST^�[]ZaTOPO�LY�PcNPWWPY_�Z[[Z]-
tunity to strengthen communications 
between all parties. Landlords needed to 
]P\`P^_�`[OL_PO�ʭYLYNTLW^�Q]ZX�_PYLY_^�
to get a better understanding and help 
landlords evaluate the overall strength 
of their portfolios, while tenants need-
PO�_Z�`YOP]^_LYO�Z[_TZY^�LYO�ʮPcTMTWT_d�
as they navigated the uncertainty. What 
bP�QZ`YO�T^�_SL_�XZ^_�4YO`^_]TLW�_PYLY_^�
bP]P�ʭYLYNTLWWd�̂ _]ZYR�LYO�NZ`WO�bPL_S-

er the storm and if they needed help, it 
bL^�TY�PcNSLYRP�QZ]�XZ]P�_P]X��?SP�ZYWd�
way to get to those solutions was through 
open and honest communication which 
bTWW�LW^Z�MPYPʭ_�MZ_S�[L]_TP^�TY�_SP�WZYR�
run regardless of market conditions.

Market Momentum
After the initial two week scare when 
we all decided collectively to get back 
to somewhat normal work, the mar-
ket started to pick back up. The lack of 
being able to meet in person and have 
out of town prospects come to tour cer-
_LTYWd�XLOP�_STYR^�OTʯN`W_��3ZbPaP]��
the larger users that had transactions in 
the process, seemed to continue along 
the path that they set forth prior to pan-

demic. There have been some delays, but 
transactions continue to move forward. 
,^�bP�LWW�VYZb��0NZXXP]NP�T^�[WLdTYR�L�
WL]RP�[L]_�TY�_SP�TYO`^_]TLW�XL]VP_��;]TZ]�
to pandemic, ecommerce made up 12% 
of all retail transactions. The latest sur-
vey since the outbreak, has shown that 
ecommerce has seen a 48% increase with 
no signs of slowing down. Online grocery 
^LWP^�TYN]PL^PO������O`]TYR�_SP�ʭ]^_����
days of the pandemic, likely accelerating 
_SP�Pc[PN_PO�YPc_�R]PL_�O]TaP]�ZQ�bL]P-
house/distribution growth in the “food 
ZY�OPXLYOɮ�^PN_Z]�

Current KC Market Strength
With an overall vacancy of 4.9% and Class 
,�aLNLYNd�L_� �"���6LY^L^�.T_d�]PXLTY^�
fundamentally strong. We have had cli-
ents from other markets that need an 
additional DC in Kansas City recently that 
Pc[PN_PO�_Z�NZXP�_Z�6.�LYO�RP_�LY�LM^Z-
W`_P�̂ _PLW�ZQ�L�OPLW�̂ _]`N_`]P�bT_S�ʮPcTMTW-
ity due to the current state of market and 
landlord’s hunger for tenants. Unfortu-
YL_PWd��Z]�QZ]_`YL_PWd�QZ]�6.��QZ]�_PYLY_^��
we remain a strong market without a lot 
of vacancy and landlords don’t seem to be 
struggling as they may be in other parts 
of the country. With our centrality, rail 
and highway infrastructure, we contin-
ue to be an attractive distribution hub. On 
LYZ_SP]�YZ_P��T_�T^�Pc_]PXPWd�̂ LO�_SL_�Z`]�
unemployment rate has climbed by 12% 
lately. However, labor is a strong driver 
in bringing new projects to Kansas City. 

To put a positive spin on a negative sit-
uation, our available labor force should 
help drive momentum.

Looking Ahead
Because construction companies were 
seen as essential, the speculative build-
ings that were under construction contin-
ued to move forward and many planned 
projects seem to continue to move toward 
M]PLVTYR�R]Z`YO��4Y�QLN_��bP�SLaP�^PPY�
a couple of new developers enter our 
XL]VP_�ɭZʯNTLWWdɮ�^TYNP�_SP�;LYOPXTN��
These projects were most likely already 
TY�XZ_TZY��M`_� T_� ^SZb^�NZYʭOPYNP� TY�
the industrial market and particularly in 
Kansas City that these have not been put 
on hold. 

4_�T^�L�^_]LYRP�_TXP�_SL_�bP�L]P�bZ]V-
TYR� TY� L_� _SP�XZXPY_�� 4YO`^_]TLW� ]PLW�
estate remains strong and will continue 
_Z�R]Zb��0NZXXP]NP�T^�[LaTYR�_SP�bLd�QZ]�
TYO`^_]TLW�_Z�NZY_TY`P�_Z�ʮZ`]T^S�LYO�bTWW�
remain the asset class that most institu-
tions should focus on moving forward. 
Distribution networks make our country 
run and provide essential goods to con-
sumers whether they are out physically 
shopping or continuing to learn how to 
order online. Let’s continue putting up 
spec buildings and looking forward to the 
future which will continue to put Kansas 
City on the national map!

>_Ld�>LQP�

JOE ORSCHELN, CCIM, SIOR, is senior vice 
president of CBRE. He specializes in repre-
senting clients with acquisition/disposition 
needs and structuring lease transactions. 
He can be reached at 816-820-1013 or Joe.
orscheln@cbre.com.
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Watch is live. In a city that’s constantly 
reinventing itself, Crane Watch provides 
you the latest information on local 
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— we update it continuously. You’re able 
to click on any point on the map to see 
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much it’ll cost and what it will look like. 
Projects feature a hyperlink taking you to 
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you to view projects by category. Crane 
Watch is a vital tool for our readers, and 
one that will help you navigate the ever-
changing face of the Kansas City area. 
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Kevin Tubbesing
The Land Source/Evergreen Real Estate 

Services

Andrew Van Zante
US Bank

Michael VanBuskirk
Newmark Grubb Zimmer

Ralph Varnum
Varnum Armstrong Deeter, Inc.

Todd Welhoelter
Commercial Property Advisors

Janet Wilkerson
INVEST Commercial Real Estate

Christopher Williams
Highlands Development Group

Broker Sponsors
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Education Sponsor
Dentons


